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10: From Arles to Aix-en-Provence 

 
 

At breakfast this morning I help myself to plenty of bread, then add cheese and an 
apple to the usual meagre hostel fare. At nine I leave and set off on a short tour to 
Tarascon, a small town just north of Arles; my intention is to visit some places en 
route that I have read about and seen depicted on postcards. Today it is cool and fresh 
– ideal for cycling. 

I start by taking a road that runs north-eastwards towards Fontvielle, passing 
through pleasant countryside. I stop to look at Montmajour Abbey, a fortified 
Benedictine monastery, built between the tenth and eighteenth centuries on what 
originally was an island surrounded by marshes. The abbey, which was at one time 
only accessible by boat and is now mostly in ruins, was frequently painted and drawn 
by Vincent van Gogh. I am glad to see it, but do not think it worth visiting; I pause to 
take a photograph and move on. 

Approaching a low range of hills on my right, and passing through a pleasing 
landscape of fields and cypress trees, I approach the village of Fontvielle, which 
contains yellow stone houses with shutters. With the market in full swing, the 
atmosphere is lively, but I quickly conclude that there is nothing particularly special 
about the place. I look for the Château de Montauban but cannot find it. No doubt I 
should visit the nearby Daudet windmill, made famous by a collection of short stories 
by Alphonse Daudet entitled Lettres de mon moulin (‘Letters from my Windmill’, 
1869) but I decide to press on. 

Somewhat rested after yesterday’s perambulations around Arles, I am now happy 
to tackle a low range of mountains ahead. Travelling along a gently sloping road, I 
easily make my way to les Baux-de-Provence. At first the scenery is not particularly 
striking – just cypress trees and rocky mountains – but when I approach the Vallée 
d’Enfer (‘Hell Valley’) it becomes really spectacular. I stop to draw breath and look 
down into this dramatic valley filled with rocks, lush greenery and pretty houses. It is 
wonderfully peaceful here, with everything basking in the bright morning sunshine. 
Far away, the mountains roll down to a plain, which is shrouded in a light mist. 

 

                     
 
                            Les Baux-de-Provence, Chaîne des Alpilles 
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Fascinated by this heavenly spot, I linger for a while, taking advantage of the 
coolness in the shade, and then make my way uphill to the village of les Baux-de-
Provence, which is perched high above on an outcrop. This turns out to be a magical, 
old-world jumble of stone buildings, but it is very touristy. Being the quintessential 
picture-postcard Provençal village and an obvious draw for visitors, it is filled with 
souvenir shops, cafés, snack bars and restaurants, all of them ridiculously expensive. 
Nevertheless, this does not stop me from clambering up and down the narrow streets, 
drinking in the atmosphere, and admiring the simple yet charming architecture. 
Everything here is compact and squeezed into narrow corners that follow the contours 
of the mountain. I peep into an old church, which is dark and plain inside, and stop to 
look at a couple of exhibitions of indifferent paintings. 

Reluctant to leave and yet not wishing to mingle with so many tourists any longer 
(of course, I’m not a tourist), I leave and continue on a road that zigzags both around 
and through huge boulders dotted about the mountainsides. I climb a little farther, 
reach the highest point and go hurtling down the other side of the mountain range. 
Here I find scenery that is less dramatic but wonderfully lush and lovely to behold. 
The road takes me through forests and follows streams as they flow downhill. 

 

                   
 
                                        From the old road to Arles 
 
Back on level ground, north of the mountain range, I turn left and take the old road 

to Arles. This brings me through simple yet extremely beautiful countryside, where I 
am treated to a vista of fields, vineyards and trees. In some of the fields are masses of 
colourful flowers that are a pure delight to see – a scene, I imagine, that van Gogh 
would have loved to have painted. It strikes me that there is something very special 
about this wonderful country road, which seems to be very typical in this region. The 
only people I see here appear to be local farmers. As this is the sort of place where I 
should linger in order to enjoy it to the full, I slow down to a leisurely, relaxed pace so 
that I can really appreciate my surroundings. 

The road leads me to Saint Etienne-du-Grès, and from here I take an uninteresting 
main road to Tarascon, which I reach just before 12.30 p.m. I quickly find a hotel 
restaurant that offers a good menu for 30 francs, with wine and service included. I 
start with a dish of lentil beans, followed by a main course of guinea fowl (which 
tastes remarkably like chicken) with green beans, and finish with a pear. 

Afterwards I go off to visit a nearby tower but, as I am quite unimpressed by it and 
unwilling to pay 7 francs to climb to the top, I cross the Rhône in order to visit the 
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neighbouring town of Beaucaire. Here, the winding old streets are quite fascinating 
and full of character, though everything looks very dilapidated. Although the château 
is large and impressive, it does not seem interesting. However, the cathedral in the 
middle of the town is quite magnificent. 

After I have bought some bread and tomatoes I return to Tarascon and visit the 
half-Romanesque, half-Gothic church of Saint Martha, built between the 12th and 
14th centuries. It is a very fine collegiate church and contains many fine paintings. 
The crypt also proves to be worth seeing. 

As it is obvious that the rest of the town is not particularly interesting, except for 
the picturesque old town hall and some of the narrow streets, I spend the remainder of 
the afternoon buying postcards, stamps and some pâté. By five o’clock I am at the 
local youth hostel, where I check in and spend the evening washing some clothes, 
writing postcards, eating, and then bringing my diary up to date. 

 
I am up at seven this morning. I start the day with a hot shower and go down for 

breakfast to the sound of Pachelbel’s famous Canon, which the warden is playing on 
his record player. After breakfast I compliment him on his choice of music and ask to 
stay another night as I would like to do a trip around this region, visiting the places 
that I have missed. After I have swept the dormitory floor, I set off on the bicycle with 
just a few things in my panniers. Although a little cloudy and slightly hazy, it is a fine, 
fresh morning. 

 

                  
 
                        Roman triumphal arch at Les Antiques, Glanum 
 
Heading eastwards along the same old Arles road that I have used yesterday, I 

cycle towards Saint Rémy-de-Provence, which I reach at about 9.30 a.m. I simply 
enter the town and turn southwards to see ‘les Antiques’: the remains of an impressive 
Roman triumphal arch that once stood outside the northern gate of Glanum, a Greek 
and then Roman city founded on a Celto-Ligurian oppidum or large fortified Iron Age 
settlement. This triumphal arch was built in about AD 14. Having admired this fine 
structure, with its missing top section, and an unusual tall mausoleum beside it, I cross 
the road to visit the archaeological site of Glanum, which is also part of the ‘Antiques’ 
complex. As the arch and mausoleum are on the roadside, free for all to see, I expect 
admission to the archaeological site to be free also. But no; a notice informs me that a 
visit will cost 9 francs. On reading the notice more carefully, I discover that the 
concession price is 4.50 francs, and that children between the ages of 8 and 18 can 
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pay just 1 franc. As an extra 50 centimes are required for taking photographs, I slip 
my little camera into my pocket, and, taking out a one franc coin, I announce that I am 
17 years of age. My coin is accepted, I am given a ticket and I walk in. Looking 
younger than your age has its advantages sometimes. 

Although there is not much to see, the site is interesting. I scramble among the 
ruins, taking photos and admiring columns, carved blocks of stone, the remains of 
ancient heating systems, baths, outlines of temples, and a few mosaics of indifferent 
quality. I even find an ancient swimming pool, with steps leading down to it, and 
water at the bottom that comes from a nearby spring. The ruins are situated in a 
stunning spot, with yesterday’s rocky mountains in the distance. 

Satisfied that I have seen everything of interest, I head back along the road towards 
Saint Rémy to visit the church and cloisters of St Paul-de-Mausole, where van Gogh 
was a patient in the hospital next door. The little Romanesque church is plain inside, 
but the cloisters, bright with red flowers that have been planted in the central 
courtyard, are lovely and very intimate – just the right place for relaxation and 
recuperation. 

From here I continue towards the town, where I spend a while wandering around 
the interesting old streets and stopping to admire, but not visit, a museum situated in a 
fine sixteenth-century building. I do not go in as I feel that I will see little in just half 
an hour (it is now 11.30) and also because I have seen my fill of museums for the time 
being. I find a fine, large cathedral, where I meet some Belgian girls who are staying 
in the youth hostel, and sit inside for a while, admiring it. There is a huge organ in the 
loft at the back, and an interesting painted chamber organ beside the altar. 

I leave and collect a list of restaurants from the tourist office, but finding them all 
too expensive (I notice that prices are often inflated here in Provence), I decide to try 
my luck in the next village, Maillane, a little farther north-west. Although the narrow 
country road is quite busy, the scenery on either side of it is pleasant. I now have to 
push against a wind that has just whipped up. 

Although Maillane turns out to be free of tourists, I find that the restaurants here 
are also expensive. I decide to eat in the second one that I find, as it is quiet and the 
menu costs 36 francs. Here I enjoy a good meal beginning with terrine de campagne: 
pâté with pickles and olives, then delicious trout with pommes frites. The dessert is a 
little disappointing: a generous helping of tinned fruit. The bill, for some unexplained 
reason, comes to just 30 francs, with everything included, which suits my pocket very 
nicely.  

I leave at two, and cycling north-westwards, I head for the Montagnette range of 
mountains, not far from Avignon and the Rhône. The ascent is not difficult, but the 
scenery here is rather poor: all I can see is dense forest. I approach the Abbey of St 
Michel-de-Frigolet, but finding that it looks too grim for my liking, I pass it by. I now 
freewheel down to the village of Barbentane, where I stop to look at the impressive 
seventeenth-century château from the outside, and go ambling around the warren of 
narrow streets, full of old houses. In the middle of the village are the remains of a tall 
castle, now something of an eyesore. 

After I have bought bread and cheese, I leave and begin my journey back to 
Tarascon via Boulbon, following the river. However, as I soon tire of the busy road, I 
turn off for Vallabrègues and pass through an agreeable area of cultivated land, full of 
vineyards and orchards. As this region is so quiet, I manage to help myself to a few 
pears and apples. After I have passed through the uninteresting village of 
Vallabrègues, I stop to pick and eat some large ripe blackberries that I find growing 
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beside a stream. Although it is still relatively early, I continue my journey to Tarascon 
simply because I have seen enough for one day and do not feel like going any farther. 

Back in the familiar town, I walk around the streets, which seem to look better 
today. I finally return to the hostel, feeling rather hot, by about six o’clock. I take a 
rest first, wash, and then sit down to my simple evening meal with a young English 
couple. It is nice to chat to somebody in the hostel for a change, for nearly all the 
people staying here are noisy Germans who are now busy preparing large meals. This 
evening, though, we have some Italians who are unusually quiet. When later I start to 
write my diary, a very dark-skinned Japanese lad gobbles up large quantities of 
spaghetti and vegetables. Later, when endeavouring to learn some French, using a 
book and a dictionary, he falls asleep. He and his companion, who looks as though he 
hails from somewhere in the middle east, had made quite a lot of noise this morning 
when they woke at six o’clock to go off cycling. 

 
Once again I am woken at 6 a.m. by the Japanese lad’s alarm clock and his noisy 

exit, but luckily I fall asleep again and do not wake until 7.30. I am out of the hostel 
by about nine, cycling eastwards to Aix-en-Provence, which I am very interested to 
visit. Fresh and sunny, it is a perfect day for such a journey.  

At first I take the main road to Arles, but turn off and head southwards for the road 
between Fontvieille and Mausanne-les-Alpilles. On this road I travel eastwards to 
Mausanne and drop down towards Mouriès, where the scenery is beautiful. As this 
road is rather busy, I decide to take a minor road just before Mouriès. Although this is 
certainly much quieter, the surroundings are less interesting and the going is slightly 
uphill. I return to the main road at Aureille, from where I make better speed, and 
continue to Eyguières. Here I am able to avoid the little town and take a minor road to 
my next destination, Alleins, passing under the main road to Marseille and the 
Autoroute du soleil, both heading southwards.  

I arrive at the sleepy village of Alleins just after midday, only to discover that there 
is no restaurant here. I am told by an elderly couple that there are restaurants at Pont-
Royal, but as that is on another busy main road heading southwards, I continue 
eastwards along this pleasant valley to the village of Charleval, where I know that 
there is a restaurant, for I have seen one named ‘le Cherche-Midi’ advertised 
frequently along the roadway. 

As it is becoming quite hot now, I am anxious to take a rest somewhere in the 
shade. After a little confusion, I finally find the restaurant in a quiet side street, and I 
collapse into a chair outside. Here I eat a delicious meal for 35 francs, although it is 
not enough for a hungry cyclist. It begins with a generous helping of tomato salad, but 
the main dish consists of an almost microscopic helping of meat and a small dish of 
watery rice. The meal concludes with a large and very refreshing ice cream served in 
a glass. 

After I have rested for a while, I leave at about half past two and set off again in 
the heat, this time smothered in sun cream and wearing a long-sleeved shirt and sun 
hat. The farther I proceed along this valley, through which the wide Canal de 
Marseille flows, the more beautiful it becomes. In the middle of the valley I can see 
old towns, and a range of rocky mountains extends along the northern edge. When I 
skirt the River Durance and begin dropping down southwards towards Aix-en-
Provence, I pass through the village of Saint Estève-Janson and travel through even 
more beautiful scenery, where I see vineyards, rows of cypress trees and fields with 
people working in them. In this region I have seen many trees bearing green olives 
and, of course, plenty of orchards. Despite the heat, the area is particularly lush. 
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At last I reach le Puy-Sainte Réparade, another village, at which point I turn 
directly southwards and begin a climb over the mountains towards Aix. Although 
tiring in the heat, it is not really hard going as the ascent is not steep. As I slowly 
make my way uphill, the scenery becomes even more impressive. I stop a couple of 
times to rest and pick blackberries, which, although ripe, are a little dry and hard – no 
doubt because of the heat. I am glad that I have chosen this slightly roundabout route 
to Aix, as I have managed to avoid heavy traffic and noise – a fact that is suddenly 
brought home to me when I join the main road to the city at the end of the mountain 
track. Suddenly I find myself struggling along with motorbikes, cars, trucks and 
lorries whizzing past me. 

As I need to enter the city from the west in order to find the youth hostel, I am 
obliged to travel along the main roads for a while and then drop down into what looks 
like a huge, sprawling modern city. It looks ghastly! 

As the youth hostel is extremely well signposted, I find it in no time, arrive just as 
it opens at 5.30 p.m., and join a short queue. After a long wait I finally fill in a form 
and pay for two nights, a sheet-bag and a light cold meal for this evening. I then find a 
bed in the small dormitory, take a very welcome shower, and study some plans of the 
town that have been given to me. At 7.30 I go down to join some friendly young men, 
who all speak English, and eat my meal. This consists of bread, ham, pâté, lettuce and 
a pear. I am encouraged by the lads to help myself to their tomato salad and some 
cream cheese. By the time I am finished, I am well fed – and all this for just 14 francs! 

Afterwards I write my diary in the slightly noisy foyer. Then, feeling quite 
exhausted, I retire to bed, only to be disturbed by a sudden and noisy invasion of 
French men, who shout at one another, whistle, sing at the top of their voices and 
bang doors. Eventually the racket subsides and I fall asleep. 

 
This morning I am woken at seven by the noisy French men. I get up at half past 

and am ready for breakfast at eight, but because the morning supply of fresh bread has 
not yet been delivered, we all have to wait for half an hour. Everyone cheers when it 
finally arrives. 

 

                        Place de la Libération, Aix 
 
I leave at about nine and walk to the city centre through the ugly modern suburbs. 

Everything here looks clean and there is little traffic about. It is a pleasant, fresh 
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morning. At last I reach the monumental fountain in the Place de la Libération, take a 
quick look inside the Office du Tourisme and walk up the elegant tree-lined Cours  

 

                      
 
                                    Cours Mirabeau, Aix-en-Provence 

 
Mirabeau. From here I turn off for the for the picturesque little Place des Quatre- 
Dauphins with its beautiful seventeenth-century fountain, and make my way along the 
interesting rue Cardinale to the much-advertised Musée Granet, where there is an 
exhibition of Paul Cézanne’s paintings. Cézanne, of course, was born in Aix in 1839, 
and worked and died here in 1906. I am familiar with his rather rough and chunky 
Post-Impressionist style of painting, but as I have never felt particularly comfortable 
looking at his œuvre (especially his very unflattering nudes), I am a little hesitant 
about viewing this exhibition. However, as I am in this famous artist’s birthplace and 
the paintings have been brought from all four corners of the world for this important 
exhibition, I realize that to miss it would be very foolish indeed.  

As I have arrived just before the opening time at ten o’clock, I take the opportunity 
to walk down a nearby street, where I buy a small pain complet – some brown bread 
at last! I return to the gallery just as the doors are being opened, pay 10 francs and go 
inside. I head immediately for the Cézanne exhibition.  

At first I am surprised to discover that the collection is quite small. Many of the 
works displayed are by artists who either studied with Cézanne or who were 
influenced by him. Also exhibited are photographs of Aix taken in Cézanne’s time. 
When I have managed to push aside my personal preconceptions and begin to study 
these carefully-chosen masterpieces, I slowly begin to appreciate what the artist is 
trying to achieve. Having travelled through a little of this very beautiful part of 
France, noting the scenery, architecture and people, his paintings now begin to make 
sense. I suddenly realize that to see or hear something in its proper surroundings is the 
key to understanding it fully. What attracts me most of all in this exhibition are 
Cézanne’s delicate depictions of the local scenery, with which I am now familiar. 
Included in the exhibition are several paintings of a nearby mountain, the Mont 
Sainte-Victoire, which, I note, all look very washed out, like photographs that have 
been overexposed. I wonder why he has chosen to do this. His portraits of people – 
there are many of his wife – look typically French and lazy. Having spent some 
considerable time poring over these works of art, which I now realize are very special, 
I eventually leave enlightened and thrilled at having had the opportunity to feast my 
eyes on these wonderful paintings. This is certainly a case of being in the right place 
at the right time. 
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I now drift into some of the other rooms in the gallery, where I take a look at a 
large collection of rather melodramatic paintings of the Provençal school before 
Cézanne – many by François Marius Granet, the founder of the gallery – and then 
many French, Italian Renaissance and Classical works of art – far too many to take in 
at one go. Upstairs I discover an interesting section devoted to early Italian, Dutch and 
Flemish paintings. There are a couple of fine paintings by Rubens, a delightful interior 
scene by de Hooch, and a few works attributed to Rembrandt. 

Satisfied, I go downstairs to glance at a hideous exhibition of modern drawings and 
some archaeological remains, then leave. I go into the Church of Saint-Jean-de-Malte 
next door and sit down to hear part of a sung Mass, during which the pitch drops 
noticeably. However, it is pleasant to hear some decent music at last. This is the one 
thing that I have missed very much during my trip; as a lover of classical and pre-
classical music, I have heard very little of it. 

Glad of the short rest, I leave after a while and take some time ambling around the 
pleasant old-world streets. I stop to admire the Palais de Congrès, the Opéra, return to 
the Cours Mirabeau where I pass the imposing seventeenth-century Hôtel Maurel de 
Pontevès, turn off towards the Lycée Mignet and find my way back to the peaceful 
Place des Quatre-Dauphins, where I sit down in the shade and lunch on bread, cheese 
and an apple. 

When I have rinsed my hands in the fountain and taken a quick drink, I set off 
again through the streets, stumbling across square after square, most of them with 
beautiful fountains, such as the Place d’Albertas near the Natural History Museum. I 
walk around the uninteresting Palais de Justice to the magical Place des Prêcheurs, 
where I find that the ground is wet; a dog climbs into the fountain beside the church 
and swims in the water. I then make my way to a bank and change another £50. 

Afterwards I walk up to look at the picturesque Town Hall and its clock tower, 
peep into its shady courtyard and go inside to glance briefly at an exhibition of works 
by a French poet whose name means nothing to me. Nearby is the Museum of Old 
Aix, situated in the Hôtel d’Estienne de Saint-Jean (1680). I pay 6 francs to visit this, 
but it is not worth it as there is little of interest to see: only some paintings and 
watercolours by François Marius Granet, some old furniture made in the locality, and 
a collection of marionettes, most of them displayed in the form of a traditional parade. 
There is one tiny room with a very ornate painted ceiling which, I learn, has been 
recently restored. 

I leave and walk on to view the beautiful façade of the Museum of Tapestries (the 
former Archbishop’s Palace) and the square in front of it, then wander into the 
cloisters of the Cathédrale Saint-Sauveur, which are quite fine. The cathedral itself, 
built and rebuilt in different styles on the site of Aix’s 1st-century Roman forum, is an 
imposing structure, with Romanesque, Gothic and Neo-Gothic elements clearly 
visible. Inside, I stop to listen to a young man practising on a large ornate organ, high 
up on the left side of the nave. On the other side is another organ, which I suspect is 
mock and placed there to balance the instrument on the other side. I examine the 
baptistery with its interesting dome and take a look at the Buisson ardent or ‘Burning 
Bush’ triptych, painted by the Avignon painter Nicholas Froment in 1474. This 
important and very fine work was rescued from a Carmelite convent, which was 
destroyed during the French Revolution. When I stop to examine the triptych, the side 
panels are closed over the main section, but a guardian opens them carefully for me. 

Next I try to find Cézanne’s famous studio, but when I realize that it is too far 
away and involves a steep uphill climb through the noisy suburbs, I return to the more 
interesting old narrow streets, where I buy some postcards and stamps. Slowly I make 
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my way back to the Cours Mirabeau, stopping every now and then to sit and admire 
the many squares and fountains in this wonderful city. Unsurprisingly, my feet are 
becoming tired by now. I buy five more Agfachrome slide films for 48 francs each, 
visit the fine but relatively plain Eglise du Saint-Esprit, where I rest for a while, and 
then walk to a nearby travel agent where I succeed in getting information about trains 
from Venice and ferries from Le Havre to Rosslare. 

I finally return to the Place de la Libération and begin walking back to the youth 
hostel, stopping to buy a couple of apples en route. Although it has been a very 
interesting day, I feel quite exhausted by now and am glad to return to the hostel. This 
evening our meal is delayed until the group of noisy French people finally arrive. 
Such a din! The meal today is not good; many young people at my table leave the 
andouillettes, the small sausages served as a starter, behind.  

I then go off in search of somewhere quiet to write my diary, but I cannot escape 
the noise. I eventually end up in the members’ kitchen, where I can hear a radio 
blaring in the next room. The French contingent make the usual racket before 
bedtime. 

 
I am awoken at seven o’clock precisely by somebody’s alarm clock and the dawn 

chorus of French men in the corridor – certainly there is no need to set an alarm clock 
here. As it is cloudy and dark outside, I am in no great hurry to leave, but I do so after 
nine o’clock. Before I leave I book for another night and order the evening meal. 

Fortunately it has brightened up by the time I set off for the town centre. I post 
some films home for processing and amble along the Cours Mirabeau at a relaxed 
pace, admiring the fine buildings. I go into the exquisite Banque Nationale de Paris, a 
former hôtel, where I change some more money at a much better rate. Here I stop to 
admire the beautiful plasterwork, some of it picked out in gold on the walls, and the 
small fête galante paintings over the doorways. I notice that there is a lovely garden at 
the back of this elegant building. 

I continue walking along the boulevard and enter a gallery named Les Amis des 
Arts, where I look at a collection of excellent modern paintings of landscapes. One 
large work in oils strikes me as being particularly well done; its title is Printemps 
(‘Spring’) and it is by an artist named Delbosco, born in 1926. It depicts bright 
sunshine illuminating the roofs of farm buildings and the tops of trees. It is perfectly 
composed and the light in the picture is magical. 

From here I make my way towards the Chapelle des Oblats, at the top of the Cours 
Mirabeau, which is open. Construction of this simple yet elegant church began in 
1695. I sit inside for a while, admiring the architecture, then walk to the boulangerie 
that I have found yesterday, and buy another pain complet for lunch. From here I head 
back to the Place des Prêcheurs, where I find the seventeenth-century Eglise de la 
Madeleine open, and so I pop inside to have a look; it contains several fine paintings 
and an eighteenth-century organ. Poking around the narrow streets in this part of the 
town centre, I discover several antique shops, a couple of small but exclusive art 
galleries and a few workshops. I now concentrate on soaking up the atmosphere of 
this wonderful city rather than hopping around and seeing the sights. Aix certainly has 
a unique quality that defies description; although it lacks the sophistication of Paris, it 
boasts an interesting history that dates back to ancient Roman times. There is a feeling 
of refinement (people are well dressed), and one can encounter fine art and 
architecture everywhere. The shops, boutiques and ladies’ hairdressers are all of high 
standard, and in general the place exudes prosperity, though I have encountered 
squalid conditions a few streets away. 
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After rambling around rather aimlessly, I buy a tomato and return to the Palais de 
Justice, where I sit on the steps and eat a picnic lunch of bread, cheese, the tomato and 
an apple, while watching people sitting at café tables in the square. 

Fed and refreshed, I resume my perambulations, stopping to peep into bookshops, 
admiring the old buildings and resting in the numerous squares, all of them with 
fountains. Certainly, one of the unique features of this elegant city are its many 
fountains – they seem to be everywhere.  

I gradually make my way to the Pavillon de Vendôme and its gardens, but find that 
it will not open until 2.30 p.m. I fill in the time by using the WC in a nearly deserted 
restaurant nearby and visiting yet another church, that of Saint Jean-Baptiste-du-
Faubourg, a relatively plain eighteenth-century building with a pleasing façade. I sit 
down in the cool interior and rest, for by now I’m feeling a little sleepy. 

 

                   
 
                              Pavillon de Vendôme, Aix-en-Provence 
 
I return to the Pavillon, a wonderful château set in a formal garden, built in 1665–

1667 by Louis, Duc de Vendôme as a place where he could take his lover, Lucrèce de 
Forbin Solliès. Enchanted by the handsome building and the classical garden, I take a 
couple of photographs and go inside – just in time, for it suddenly starts to pour with 
rain. Paying the students’ admission fee of 4 francs, I buy a ticket and set off to 
explore the building. First of all, though, I stop to watch a slide show that tells the 
history of the place. After this, I take a look at the rooms. Much to my 
disappointment, only the hall with its great staircase and four salons are open to the 
public. The furniture and paintings here are very mediocre and there is very little to 
see. I stay indoors until the rain stops and then sit in the garden – which is very 
pleasant – and write some postcards. I send greetings to my parents, some of my 
relatives, one of my father’s friends, and Trixie in Chester. 

After relaxing and admiring the fine château, which indeed is very elegant from the 
outside, I wander back to the Hôtel de Ville and its square, where I stop for a while. I  
make my way towards the cloisters beside the Cathédrale Saint-Sauveur, where I stay 
to listen to a young man playing a guitar, but I move off when a beggar approaches 
me, looking for money. Taking again to the back streets and stopping briefly to buy 
more cheese, I return to the Cours Mirabeau, where I sit down and make myself a 
cheese sandwich, for I am feeling peckish by now. Feeling better, I walk to the Place 
Jeanne d’Arc and sit down, facing its fountain, and just watch the world go by. 
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                        The square and Hôtel de Ville, Aix-en-Provence 
 
Finally, at 6.30 p.m., I wend my way back to the hostel, stopping to buy an apple at 

a fruit shop and a carton of orange juice in a large supermarket. I am back soon after 
seven, and later I join a couple of English lads and a German girl for my evening 
meal. Once again, I am able to help myself to the leftovers from the meal that the lads 
have ordered, as they have been given more than they can eat. Finally I sit down to 
write my diary in the noisy ‘relaxation room’, with the television on and the French 
crowd making their usual racket. 

 
This morning I am woken at seven by the boisterous French men. The weather has 

suddenly taken a turn for the worst: the sky is full of dark clouds, there is thunder and 
lightning and then pouring rain. It seems to clear up after breakfast; I hang around 
until ten o’clock but the thunderstorm does not abate. Not having any desire to go 
cycling up into the mountains as I have planned, I stay put, sitting out in the sheltered 
terrace, first studying some Italian, and then some French. Later I begin to work out 
how far I have travelled in France so far.  

After a while, two French lads, who turn out to be of Algerian descent, join me and 
we pass several hours chatting about this and that. One of them tells me that he is 
astonished by my command of the French language. After I thank him for his 
compliment, he adds that the only fault that he can find is that I speak French rather 
slowly, like somebody from Marseille. Like many French people, he is delighted to 
learn that I am Irish and not English. As I am not hungry and have no food, I am 
happy to continue our conversation over what should be lunch time. In the afternoon 
the weather begins to improve, but as I realize that it is too late to set off, I decide to 
remain here. 

A chap who works in the hostel now appears and presents us with bottles of beer. 
He tells me that he has visited Ireland and has enjoyed his stay there. Afterwards I 
walk to the nearby Fondation Vasarely, an unusual modern art gallery named after the 
twentieth-century French artist Victor Vasarely, who was born in Hungary, and have a 
look inside. I am very disappointed: having paid 12 francs, all I see are brightly 
coloured cubes, squares and abstract shapes. I leave the place after a short while and 
sit on the grass, in the sun. From where I am, there is a fine view of Mont Sainte-
Victoire and the surrounding hilly countryside. 
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Later one of the Algerian lads joins me and we return to the hostel at 5.30; I pay 
for another night and lock my bike away. Afterwards I go with the two Algerians in 
their car to the nearby university canteen, where we have a meal for just 5.60 francs. 
Although it is anything but haute cuisine, it is a good enough meal for the price. Back 
at the hostel again, I take a walk down the road and out into the countryside, which 
looks lovely at this time of the evening. Only five minutes’ walk from the suburbs, it 
is pleasantly peaceful out here. I go down as far as the main road and turn back, then 
stop to chat to a friendly elderly man who, like me, is out for a stroll. 

Back at the hostel, I join an American, a German and an Australian girl for a long 
and interesting conversation, sitting outdoors at a long wooden picnic table with 
benches. The American girl, who sits opposite me, turns out to be very cultured – she 
is studying art and working in a museum in the USA. She, like the other two girls, has 
been very interested to visit the galleries and museums in this part of the world. I tell 
them what I know about James Joyce and his famous work, Ulysses. Later, an 
American lad joins us; as he has been living here, he knows France very well and is 
able to give us all some useful advice and information.  

The Australian girl, who sits on my left, has been cycling around Europe on her 
own and has been following a route almost identical to mine. I learn from her that, 
like me, she is heading for Venice and plans to visit many of the places that I have 
decided to visit. She too wants to see Vicenza and the famous Palladian villas dotted 
around the Veneto region. I cautiously suggest that we travel together, but she politely 
tells me that she prefers to travel alone. However, as we are due to arrive in Venice at 
roughly the same time, we agree to meet there and enjoy the place together. 

Marta, as I will call her, is a slim young lady with long, straight blonde hair. 
Exuding absolutely no aura of private personal space, she sits very close to me and 
tells me about herself. Although she has grown up in Australia, her parents are 
immigrants from… I’ll say Scandinavia. This, I realize, may explain something: 
although she is quite pretty, the skin on her face is noticeably pockmarked and I 
presume that this has been caused either by exposure to strong sunlight at home or a 
mild dose of smallpox. We spend a long time deep in conversation; one of the things 
she tells me is that her boyfriend, who is currently at home in Australia, is originally 
from Trieste in Italy, and that she plans to visit the city when she arrives in Venice. It 
seems that every nice girl I meet turns out to be in some type of relationship. While 
we talk, I glance forwards and notice that two of the young people on the other side of 
the table are watching us and realizing that we seem to be getting on very well. At one 
point, Marta and I leave the picnic table, walk away and continue to talk privately. It 
is obvious that we have taken to each other and are enjoying each other’s company. 
She tells me that although there is some fabulous scenery to be seen ‘down under’, 
she has really fallen in love with Europe as it has so much culture, which, she admits, 
‘we just don’t have in Australia’. Certainly she appears to be a well educated and 
level-headed young lady. 

We finally tear ourselves away from each other, say goodnight and repair to bed at 
around midnight. I feel good after such an enjoyable day, which I have spent doing 
little else but relaxing and chatting to various people. As I settle down in my bed, I 
look forward to a peaceful night, for the noisy French gang have finally left. 
Tomorrow morning I plan to continue eastwards, across the Basses-Alpes (the Low 
Alps) towards Nice and the Riviera. 


